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About This Software

The amazing PlayClaw video capture tool gives customers incredible power!

PlayClaw has been designed to make full use of multi-core processors and hardware accelerated H.264 codecs, which ensures
the outstanding quality of the output with a minimal impact on system performance. PlayClaw will record full HD videos of

your gameplay with high frame rates with your audio commentary with minimal possible performance hit!

The other nifty feature is PlayClaw’s ability to render helpful overlays over game screen. PlayClaw will show you who's
speaking in games using Teamspeak 3, leading to better teamwork. Check your GPU/CPU load and temperatures right in game

with PlayClaw's overlays. Overlays are fully compatible with the latest versions of Windows and graphics engines.

At A Glance:
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Capture game video with optional recording game audio

H.264 encoding with hardware acceleration (Intel QuickSync, NVidia Encoder, AMD VCE encoder)

Streaming to YouTube, Twitch and other RTMP services

Special capture desktop mode in Windows 7, 8/8.1 and 10

Adjustable video recording frame rate and size

Up to 16 audio sources

Unique pre-recording feature

Output in multiple formats (AVI, MP4)

Capture screenshots

Various overlays: voice overlays for Teamspeak 3, FPS, CPU/GPU statistics, timers, etc.

Webcam overlay support

Support for 3rd party overlays via plugins system.

Multithreaded compression code

Realtime audio preprocessing engine

Profile-based settings

Compatible with PunkBuster & Valve Anti Cheat
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Title: PlayClaw 5 - Game Recording and Streaming
Genre: Audio Production, Software Training, Utilities, Video Production
Release Date: 10 Sep, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2-cores CPU with SSE support

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel/AMD/NVidia graphics card

DirectX: Version 8.0

Additional Notes: Administrator rights to run software are mandatory.

English,Russian,French,Hungarian,Polish,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I want to like this game! But there are a few things that make it unplayable for me.

The BAD; The worst thing for me is that when you save and exit the game the map is erased. You have your stuff and damage
as well but the islands on the map you were on are gone! This a deal breaker for me. When I have to stop playing and do
something and come back to pick up where I left off.....You can't. That is stupid and not a feature. I don't care what the devs
think.

The GOOD: Graphics are simple but the sea looks good. Most machines should be able to play this. I rather like it. The game
play is very simple and there is a lot of room to add later to spice things up.

I do like the game but the inability to save the game SUX and should be told up front!. I HATE APES.

. I typically read the negative reviews before purchasing a game. I found there were only 6, none of which really explain why the
game was good or bad. One guy b!tched about misspellings (which is rampant in many games, especially RPG Maker games). I
found a few, but you can tell the creator is an actual adult with the capability to use correct grammer and context. I have played
RPG Maker games where the dialogue was an adolescent nightmare. This was not at all the case.

One other person complained about the graphics...really? Considering this is a game with a sole purpose to be a nostalgic 8-bit
rpg, it is exactly what you would pay for. It is exactly what is proposes: a light-hearted 8-bit rpg that gives tribute to a time when
console rpg's were simple, protagonistic, and fun, with a few tropes woven in that are not obvious.

As disappointing as my experiences have been with RPG Makers games, this is one I am glad I played. It is very
straightforward, well written, and the combat system is unique, making the player have to think about their moves instead of just
hitting "X" every fight. The creator seemed to actually care about what he was creating, and it shows.. Terrible Graphics.
Terrible Gameplay. DO NOT BUY! DONATE THE MONEY TO CHARITY. Tried to play, can't find servers. Friend and I use
a VPN. Can't connect to his, I keep getting told "Other Player Disconnect." But, he can connect to mine. So, we play 15 minutes
until we get a random disconnect. I can no longer create games as the button doesn't work. Reinstalled the game and the button
STILL didn't work, which is pretty darn impressive. So, we're permanently unable to play this game together.

Upside? Well, at least I didn't spend anything on it.. This DLC take the game to a higher level!
The original story is good enough. However, it became exceptional when the DLC was released.
The new story is more touching than the main one. And the best thing is every ending from the main game have its own
continuation.
All ending in this new content are great, that is certain. And I think sage ending is the best one amongst all.
Sunlight is definitely great, but the light from a flickering candle in a dark chamber is much more beautiful. That is just my
personal opinion.

By the way, I really like the new dress room system. It's a nice attempt, I guess.
Under the premise of premium story, I'm glad to see the team is passionate about improving their games.
Anyway, a outstanding game with such low price? That's a steal!. Most brutal soundtrack i had ever listen. Feels like i am the
most strongest gladiotor in the Roman Empire. No one stands in my way. Everybody knee to me, afraid of my sword swing. You
must listen soundtrack.. Stioll buggy, but that is to be expected for an early access game that is clearly being developed by a
garage team, or just a dude in a garage. That said, it is very fun, the concept is solid and the potential shines through. Mine
bugged out on the returns, so I had to keep shutting it down and reloadiong to tyry a different world, but still, the potential for
deathmatches in these spaces was clear, and would be a blast.

Combo downhill\/slalom with deathmatch thrown in, kind of like rollerderby with guns, would be a blast, among other things,
and I look forward to seeing how it progresses. Download it, have ten minutes of fun, then kep an eye on it over teh coming
months.

Dufusses who post negative reviews about an Early Access game not being fully realized and buggy should be banned from
Steam, not to mention the prat who gave a Not Recommended because he didn't have a VR headset yet. ID10T's aside, this is a
free game, and as such is worth every penny. In the future, I have high hopes.
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I really expected to like this game, it runs smooth with no crashes, the graphic design is excellent, the narrator is entertaining,
but the whole campaign is a repetitive shooter with only a few boss mechanics to switch it up. I played through the main
campaign and missed a few puzzles and treasures along the way, but unlike other games where I usually want to go back and
finish, I really didn't feel like going back and trying to find them. Easily finished the game with my original weapons. I collected
gold along the way and could have bought any of the other weapons but never saw anything worthwhile. I completed one of the
artifact sets and it says I have a upgrade point but could not figure out what to do with it. I paid $30 for this on sale, played it for
just a couple of days and probably will not go back to it, so I don't feel like it was worth the money and cannot recommend until
it is even cheaper.. 3 buck for 3 survey missions. Not worth it.. Nice and relaxing.
Sounds are okay, or they don`t get in the way.
Graphics look good. Some Unity assets were to be seen araound the scenary, but the game looks good. Invisible walls where you
are not supposed to go, but other than that level design is nice and pleasing for the eye.
- Very hard to master controls.
Finished the game in less then an hour.. A plain & pretty game about a young boy caring "his" nice little planet, that gives name
to this game - Deiland.

At a certain point of the story, you can explore other places too, far more big speaking about dimensions, loot variety,
challenges and monsters.

Mechanics, including crafting, is very similar as "My Time at Portia", where you have to return back to your camp in order to
make things and sleep to regain endurance. Artworks also shares some similarities.

Combat is quite entertaining (no turn-based nor JRPG style, thanks god).

I've found only two downsides, neither important:
1) Ya kiddo sometimes gets struck into the rocks loosely scattered on the ground;
2) Certain timers are a bit too long - for instance, Cotton crops growing timer, that can lucky enough reduced using Water from
Wells - but that can give somewhat a relaxed paced to the game, so it's definitely not an issue, on a second thought.

The price is aligned with the overall quality and the actual contents of the game, nothing to blame here.. Computer too slow for
Warhammer 40k Battlefleet?
Too poor to buy Warhammer 40k Battlefleet?
Sick of playing Lightning Strike 40k Battlefleet?
Sick of getting dunked on by players with higher lv ships and commanders then you?

Look no further! This is the right game for you!
Combat is simple enough, but hard to master.
65 glorious missions for only $5.
Even get a free ship in the DLC.

What are you waiting for, comrade? Slam that Add To Cart button!. RefRain, come and play
Make all the bullets go away. I would like this game if it had controller support but as of now it does not.. Play Downwell, much
better. 2\/10. This is another Tom Clancy game, starring Tom Clancy, based on a novel written by Tom Clancy, adapted to a
cinematic video game medium experience licensed to Tom Clancy, by Tom Clancy. In Tom Clancy's ENDWAR you play as
Tom Clancy, and are on a mission to end all of the wars by fighting a war. A "War to end all war" as it were. Tom Clancy's
game features an interesting play mechanic, in that you quote Call of Duty man's phrases into the microphone, and Tom Clancy
preforms various tricks according to what key words were spoken. Animal lovers may want to avoid this title, as about half way
through the game Tom Clancy runs into the ghosts that he busted way back in Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon. The two factions
decide to settle their differences by seeing who can explode the most pidgeons from the top of the eifel tower (level is pictured
in the games title card). This is an excellent title for the Tom Clancy fan in your family, or as an entry to Tom Clancy's "Tom
Clancy's" series.
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